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Foreword 

The 70th Cromhall Flower Show and Village Fayre took place as planned on Saturday 3rd September 

2016.  Considering the bad weather, the show was considered a success and the exhibits and 

entertainment attracted a steady number of visitors throughout the afternoon. 

The weather during the early morning started dry and overcast but quickly turned wet and windy 

from mid morning onwards.  The admin, scribes and runners team therefore remained in the main 

marquee throughout the judging.  The weather continued to be very wet and windy throughout the 

rest of the morning and afternoon, with a particularly gusty period about an hour before the start of 

the show.  The wing was strong enough to damage the small marquee containing the display 

depicting 70 years of the show, necessitating a last minute move into the main marquee.  The wind 

also repeatedly disturbed many of the class exhibits which kept us all pretty busy on top of our 

normal duties right up until 2pm! 

Jamma de Samba headlined the entertainment this year putting on two shows (in the relative 

shelter of the Tea Tent), supported by Fluffy Retreat Ferret Racing who stoically remained outside 

and braved the elements.  The traditional Punch and Judy show kept visitors of all ages entertained 

inside the main marquee, and Julia Cloke’s Fun Dog Show proved as popular as ever, even in the 

rain.  The (dry) Beer Tent and the (dry) Tea Tent proved very popular and contributed to an intimate 

village feel, especially inside the Beer Tent which felt very much like the village pub but with the 

added attraction of being able to get up close and personal with spiders and snakes courtesy of 

Exotic Animals! 

As has become traditional, the auction of show entries was conducted by Chairman Peter Banks 

inside the main marquee and in common with 2015 saw keen (but good humored) competition 

between the bidders. 

Classes 

As in previous years, several classes were changed compared with 2015 in order to provide entrants 

with some variety and interest, particularly in the photography, children’s and homecrafts 

categories.  However, the majority of classes remained unchanged in order to provide a degree of 

continuity and allow regular entrants to attempt to improve on their results from previous years.  

Prize Money 

Points awarded for first, second and third places and the associated prize money were unchanged 

from 2015:  

Special Classes:   First = 6 points (£2.00);  Second = 4 points (£1.50);  Third = 2 points (£1.00) 

Standard Classes: First = 3 points (£0.60);  Second = 2 points (£0.40);  Third = 1 points (£0.30) 

Exhibition Marquee 

Based on feedback from several exhibitors in 2015, two new wooden display boards were 

constructed for the Children’s pictures and proved to be very effective in reducing the time required 

to stage the exhibits.  They will be further improved in 2017 by making them more robust. 

The new tables purchased in 2014 continued to make set-up and take-down quick and easy. 
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Judging 

Vegetables & Fruit    George Always 

Flowers      Rex Davies 

Cookery     Mair Hunt 

Crafts & Photography    Jan Swanson and Richard Hall 

Floral Art     Marlene Tooth 

Preserves     Elaine Avent and Rosey Simpkins 

Childrens     Fen and Di Marshall 

St Andrews School    Sue Bryant 

The show committee thanks the judges for their time, expertise and diligence in what is a very 

difficult job with so many excellent and diverse exhibits on display. 

The show committee received feedback from several exhibitors concerning comments provided by 

the judges and various issues concerning show rules.  Several rule amendments are planned for 2017 

to address these points including clarification of professional versus amateur exhibitors, minimising 

parental or other assistance in the childrens’ classes, sunflower height measurements and various 

issues in the homecraft category (e.g. definition of a tart and a pie, use of cling film and 

reinstatement of the standard Victoria Sponge recipe). 

Entrants 

There were 128 entrants and 581 exhibits on display (including St Andrews School) which compares 

very favorably with 130 and 448 respectively last year.  Class statistics are as follows: 

172 children's exhibits (not inc. St Andrews School) compared with 122 last year. 

93 fruit & vegetable exhibits compared with 63 last year. 

60 flowers exhibits compared with 65 last year. 

115 homecrafts exhibits compared with 98 last year.  

Overall, the statistics are very encouraging and show an excellent increase in the number of exhibits, 

especially in the children’s, homecrafts and fruit & vegetables classes. 

Results 

Perpetual Silver Challenge Cup:   Fen Marshall 

Flowers - Gillard Cup:     Jane Padfield 

Floral Art - Baylis Cup:     Kate Bryant 

Homecrafts - Applegate Cup:    Sue Wray 

Children - Pre-School:    Adam Johnson  

Children - 7 Years and Under:   Chloë Brice  

Children - 8 to Under 12 Years:    Samuel Daykin 

Children - 12 to Under 17 Years:   Emma Daykin 

St Andrew's School - School Cup:   Imogen James 

Children - 7 to 17 Yrs - Best Exhibit:   Charlotte Gatehouse 

Photography - Braeside Cup:    Rebecca Clark 

Sunflower Cup:     Pat Hobbs  

Residents Cup:      Millie Curl 

Heathend Ladies Cup:    Jane Padfield 


